Introduction: This study considers the survival times of meter-sized rock boulders on the surfaces of several airless bodies. As the starting point, we employ estimates of the survival times of such boulders on the surface of the Moon by [1], then discuss the role of destruction due to day-night temperature cycling, consider the meteorite bombardment environment on the considered bodies in terms of projectile flux and velocities and finally estimate the survival times.
Delbo et al. for asteroids. So for our comparisons we measure time not in years, but in number of thermal cycles. Then, the estimates by Delbo et al. of the survival times of severalcentimeter-sized rocks on asteroids, are ~3.5 x 10 6 to 1.5 x 10 7 thermal cycles correspondingly. We discuss two types of lunar rock fragments: 1) Rocks ~20 cm across that are close to the sizes considered by [3] ; so if the survival time estimates of these authors are correct, one should expect that, when these values are reached, the rocks have to be destroyed. 2) Rock boulders of 3 to 5 m across; for these one should expect that when the survival time for the several-centimeter-size rock is reached, the severalcentimeter-thick surface layer of these large blocks has to be destroyed and form a fillet at the boulder base. It is seen in Figures 2 and 3 that the 20 cm-rock shows no (or minor) fine fracturing and Figure 4 shows that the metersized rock shows no filets at their bases. The exposure ages of these rocks are ~ 50 Ma, that is ~3 to 7.5 x 10 8 thermal cycles -by 1.5-2 orders magnitude larger than the Delbo et al. estimates of the lifetime of the decimeter-sized rocks. So if their estimates were applicable to the lunar rocks, we should not see the 20-cm rock considered -they should be destroyed many times over, and the observed meter-sized Outhouse Rock should be surrounded by very prominent filets, which we do not see. So, on the basis of these observations, we conclude that the role of meteorite impacts in rock destruction is dominant while that of thermal cycling is secondary.
Figure 1. Crater ~5 cm in diameter formed
Calculations of meteorite flux, impact velocities and rock survival times on different airless bodies. Based on numerical modeling of orbital parameters taken from the complete catalog of 393,347 Main Belt, Trojans, and inner minor planets (as of November, 2014) considered as a proxy for the distribution of potential impactors, it was possible to estimate the meteorite flux and impact velocities for a number of airless bodies, including Phobos, Deimos, asteroids Itokawa, Eros, Vesta, Ceres, an average of the first 150 discovered Trojans and the planet Mercury. From these calculations, we deduced the survival times of meter-sized rock boulders on the surface of these bodies (see table below).
It is seen from the table that the mean survival times of meter-sized rock boulders on the atmospereless bodies considered differ by about three orders of magnitude. On the surfaces Phobos, Deimos and Itokawa they are close to those estimated for the lunar surface. On the surface of Mercury such rocks should survive for twice longer time. On the surface of Eros the mean survival time is estimated to be ~0.3 and on the surfaces of Vesta and Ceres ~0.03 from lunar values. On Trojans the mean life time is an order of magnitude longer than that on the Moon. These are estimates considering meteorite impacts as the major process of rock destruction. It is probably true for all considered bodies except Mercury, on which thermal cycling may also be important.
